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These days, the most obvious way to find out your customer service is bad is through 
online reviews. People leave reviews on Yelp, Facebook, Google, and other similar 
websites detailing their bad experience with your company. The problem is that 
these reviews are visible to everyone, and if you accumulate a lot of bad reviews 
you’re going to have trouble keeping your business open. To prevent that happening, 
you need to look at indicators of unsatisfactory service so you can detect problems 
before they are plastered, along with your business’s name, all over the internet.

1 - Most of your customers are first-timers
New customers forming a majority of your sales might seem like a good thing. On the 
surface, it appears that you are able to convince a lot of people to try your business, so you 
must be doing something right. In reality, however, if most of your customers are first timers, 
it means you aren’t generating enough customer loyalty. This is a huge red flag when it 
comes to sustaining a business. Of course, you should always be happy with new customers, 
but businesses thrive only when they are backed by loyal customers who come to your store 
again and again.

2 - People never order more
This one applies mostly to restaurants. The majority of people order everything they want at 
once, but many people decide to order a bit more. Maybe they’ll order more of something 
they liked or maybe they want another drink. If people only make an order once, and don’t 
bother to order anything more, it could mean they weren’t satisfied with the way they were 
treated in making their original order. People who are happy with the service they receive 
end up ordering more.



3 - People aren’t trying your new offerings
If you keep coming up with new and innovative products, but no one tries them, then your 
customer service might be to blame. The people who are dealing with your customers have a 
large impact on how customers behave. If the customer service is great, then your customers 
will be open to suggestions made by your staff. If the service isn’t good, then people will buy 
only what they need and leave as fast as they can.

4 - You only get sales when you run a promotion
If your sales aren’t normally impressive, but are good when you are running a promotion, 
you might have a customer service problem. This can indicate that people are only willing to 
bear dealing with your staff when the promotion is too good to miss. If customers are happy 
with the way they are treated by the people delivering services, they will be glad to come to 
your store, even when you aren’t running any promotions.

5 - Stores around you are doing better
Sometimes, you’re just stuck in a bad place. However, if the stores around you are doing 
great, but your store is empty, then you have a customer service problem. People like going 
to places where they know they will be treated well. People happily pay more because they 
know they will get better service. If you are running a franchise of some sort, this effect 
becomes even easier to measure. Are other franchises in your area doing better? Since they 
have the same products as you, then customer service is the only thing that can be blamed.



6 - You have only a few complaints, but no customers
Do you know about the mushroom theory of customer complaints? Th is theory points out 
that customer dissatisfaction is shaped like a mushroom; actual dissatisfaction is as large 
as the top part of the mushroom while the reported dissatisfaction is as small as the lower 
part. Basically, if one hundred people have a problem with your store, only fi ve will actually 
bother to complain. Most will end up just not coming to your store again. 

6.5 - Fixing things
Do you know the easiest way to fi x things? Talk to your customers! Instead of waiting for 
complaints to come in, be friendly and ask your customers if they have any problems. Th is 
will provide you with valuable insight about what you need to do to fi x your business. As a 
bonus, it will also make your customers feel great that you asked for their opinion.
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